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NEW ZEALAND NOTES AND COMMENT
By CAMPBELL PATERSON.
1935 PICTORIALS. ILLUSTRATIONS.
Below will be seen our advertisement for .the ahove. They were offered to me
as enlarged tllustrations 01 the different stamps which make up the 1935 set, the
idea being that collectors could use them simply as illustrations In their albums.
However, it immediately struck me that they would be ideal for variety collectors.
The illustration could be placed beside the variety-say the l!d "double string"
re-entry-<md the points of interest on the stamp (the string and handle In this case),
could be outlined in red ink on the black and while illustration. Each tllustration Is
of one value enlarged (e.g.. small stamps 2 x 2! Inches), and they are finely printed
from half-tone blocks on art paper. These Illustrations are something new In New
Zealand philately, and I think every specialist should give them a trial. Viewed
simply as Illustrations they are fine work.
GEORGE VI VARlmES.
I hope to have room for a full report on recent discoveries by various sleuths, In
the September Newsletter, but here I can mention only one, my own find as It
happens.
.
It Is the current 1/- (upright wmk, horlz. mesh paper), with blurred' centre, precisely the same variety known In the 3d and 5d Peace, the 1946 Healths and some
of the 1935 "albino" prints. I have some experience of these varieties, and there
Is no doubt this is a true "blurred" centre. It runs true to precedent In that. It
makes the centre colour appear quite different from normal--a curiously deep bright
colour with more than a hint of chestnut In It. Of Importance Is the fact that the
selvedge on the single block seen shows every sign of having been through the
press twice, In other words, the first recorded Geo. VI albino. However, the centre
plate makes little impression on the paper and no second impression can be detected,
so' this variety wtll presumably always rank as a strange shade and blurred centre,
not as an albino.
SI83 Special Chrbtchurch 1906 Exh\bIUoD Cards.
Coloured picture postcards showing different scenes at the Exhibition. Each card used with the Id Chrlstchurch stamp, cancelled
at the Exhibition P.O. and bearing a special cachet "Posted at top
of Tower." Each
8/6
SI84 Reproduc:UoDB of the 1935 Pictorials.
These are discussed In the "Notes" above. Invaluable for illustrating your varieties or simply for decorative purposes. The fine set
of 14 enlarged reproductions, one for each denomination
2/6
S185 Co....rs for all 'Tlrst Day....
We have an excellent line of two-colour covers specially prepared
for "First Day" use with _,. Issue---illther Commemorative or
Health. Simply inscribed "N.Z. Souvenir Cover," with neat pictorial
decorative design. These are recommended for those who like a
cover of tasteful non-gaudy appearance. Per dozen, for your own
use on any First Day
1/9
COMMEMORATIVE AND HEALTH BARGAINS
For a limited period and while slocks last we are offering some wonderful bargains
here. You will not see these prices bettered anywhere. Condition first class throughout unless stated. No rubbish. Cal. prices' quoted are Pim's 1949.
S186 1920 Victory,
(a) Complete set !d, Id, Hd, 2d, 3d, 6d and l/-,lncluding two
shades each of the first four values. Cat. 42/-' Mint ......~.; .......
35/(b) As (a), but fine used and one only of each value. Cat. 28/5.
Used
21/S187 Dunedln ExhlbIUoD.
(a) Complete set of three, mint (Cal. 29/-)
.
20/(b) Complete set of three fine used (Cal. 25/·)
..
25/(cl 4d value, not so line, used
..
8/6
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S188 1931 Alrs-Flnelt condition.
(a) 3d chocolate mint per!. 14 x 141 (Cat. 10/-)
.
7/6
(b) 3d chocolate fine used perf. 14 x 141 (Cat. 5/-)
.
3/9
(c) 3d chocolate mint per!. 14 x IS-the rarity (Cat. 90/-)
.
80/(cl) 4d purple mint (Cat. 10/-)
.
7/6
. (e) 4d purple fine used (Cat. 7/6)
;
..
6/(0
7d brown-orange mint (Cat. 27/S)
.
20/. (g) 7d.brown-orange finest used (Cat. 15/-), 12/6. Not quite so finE!
8/6
(h) 5d green mint (Cat. 8/-)
.
6/(I)
5d green used (Cat. 5/S)
..
3/8
S189 1935 Airs.
'..
(a) Complete mint sets (Cat. 7/-)
..
4/8
(b) Complete finest used sets (Cat. 5/5)
.
2/6
.(c) Sd. scarce bright blu.e shade. Mint 17/S, used
..
6/6
S190 1.935 Ju))Ueel
(a) Complete set mint (Cat. 14/4)
.
11/6
(1;» Complete set fine used (Cat. 12/8)
.
10/S191 1937 CoronatloDl.
(a) . COmplete set, mint (Cat. 1111)
.
1/3
(b) Complete set. fine .used (Cat. Ill)
..
8d
S1921936 Anzacs. .
(a) Complete set, mint (Cat. 1/4)
..
10d
(b) Complete set, used (Cat. 1/2)
.
7d
•. .
..
HEALTHS
S193 1929 Nurse; injnt. (S.G. 25/-, Plm's 12/-)
.
8/6
711"
S194 192~ Nurse. fine used (S.G. 25/-, Plm's 10/-)
:.
SI9&'1928 Nurse, not quite so finE! used, but defIDIlely nol defect1ve
..
4/6
S19S 1930 Nurse. mint (S.G. 30/-, Plm's 27/S)
.
20/S19Sa 1930 Nurse, fine u.sed (S.G. 32/S, Plm's 30/-)
.
22/6
S197 1931 Red and Blue BoYI. superb mint pairs (S.G. £18, Plm's £10/10/-) .. £8/10/S198 1931 Red and Blue Boys, fine used pairs (S.G. £18, Plm's £8)
. £7/10/(These two stamps can be supplied separately If required.)
S199 1932 HYgela. mint (S.G. 35/-, Plm's 32/S)
..
30/S200 1932 HYgela. used finest (S.G. 35/-, Plm's 28/-)
..
24/S20l 1932 Hyqela. used. Not quite so fine
.
16/S202 1933 Pathway. mint (S.G. 20/-, Plm's 15/-)
.
12/S203 1933 Pathway. used (S.G. 20/-, P1m's 14/-)
.
10/S204 1934 Crusader. minI (S.G. 15/-, Plm's 15/-)
.
12/S205 1934 Crusader. fine used (S.G. 15/-, Plm's 12/S)
.
11/S20S 1935 Keyhole. mint (S.G. S/" Plm's 4/.)
.
3/S207 1935 Keyhole. fine used (S.G. S/-, Plm's 1/9)
..
1/8
S208 1936 Llfebuor. miDt (S.G. 4/-, Plm's 3/-)
..
2/9
S209 1936 LUebuor, fine used (S.G. 4/-, Plm's I/S)
..
1/6
S210 1937 HIker. mint (S.G. S/-, Plm's 3/S)
.
3/3
S211 1937 HIker. fine used (S.G. S/-, Plm's 2/-)
.
1/8
S212 1938 Chndren. mint (S.G. 8/S, Plm's 4/-)
.
3/S213 1938 Chndren. fine used (S.G. 5/-, Plm's I/S)
..
1/3
S214 1939 Beach BaIL mint pairs (S.G. 12/-, Plm's 7/S)
.
5/S215 1939 Beach BaIL fine used pairs (S.G. 14/·, Plm's 7/3)
.
5/S21S 1940 Beach BaIL mint pairs (S.G. 15/-, Plm's 12/-)
..
10/S217 1940 Beach BaIL fine used pairs (S.G. 11/·, Plm's 12/·)
.
6/S218 1941 Beach BaIL mint pairs (S.G. 7/S. Plm's S/3)
.
4/6
S219 1942 S'Ill'lDq, mint pairs (S.G. 3/10, Plm's 3/S)
..
2/S220 1942 Swlnq. fine used pairs (S.G. 4/-. Plm's 3/-)
..
1/10
S221 1943-1949 Sell. mint set of all these years, 14 stamps. special price
the set
4/6
S222 1943·1949 Sell. As S221, finest used, 14 stamps
2/9
S22ZComplete Sel of All Healths, 1929 to 1949, superb mint
£15
S224 Complele Sel of All Heallhs, 1929 to 1949, fine used
£12/10/GEORGE VI - OBSOLETE COLOURS
The obsolete Georges, id green. Id red and lid brown, carry our slrongest recommendation as stamps with an assured financial future. Prices have already risen,
but cannot fail. we believe, to go much further yet.
S225 id Green-The two main shade variations, green and bluish green, are
both available mint in singles and blocks. Price each shade, Mint ..
1/6
S22S Id Red-The two main shades, scarlet and rose, both available in
2/singles and blocks. Price each shade, Mint
..
S227 lid Brown-Singles and blocks available of the two main shades, deep
chocolate and reddish chocolate. Price each shade, Mint
.
7/5228 Imprlnl Blocks(a) Imprint block of 8 of the id green. This Is a really difficult
piece to find today. Each Imprint
..
17/6
(b) Imprint block of the Id scarlet. Again an item which must go
far. Do not miss this and regret it later. Each Imprint
.
20/-
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